
Kru, Mcs Groove
-chat-
yo hommie you know what?
some people claim that the local rapperz ain't makin' the grade
u know what I'm sayin'? (word)
hey, what's up y'all
is it true that we're not makin' the grade
or is it due to the fact that we're not black or white
?hey yo! yo! yo!
let me take it from here 'brother D'
cause I think they'll have a word or two from the 'brother mc'
see?
when the speaker starts pumpin
and the people starts jumpin'
I ask myself why? why the house flyin' high
then I realize the dj's playin' na dope, dope track
oh! my god?the kru's makin a comeback!
whack, wickety whack
the rap maniac is back
though it ain't no black
I'm proud to yack is the malaysian rap
I like the bass and the kick drum go boom
the party's really getting wild cuz the new beat has got the style
I wanna boogie ina impromptu
though some claim to be the leader
but I ain't down with that I'm just an ordinary rapper
like an ordinary chap
some chose to criticize the rap mania is ostracised
the one's getting' hit is always locals
they demoralize well here's a big surprise to them
it'll be a sheer catastrophe
I'm makin my stand here and that's the way it's gonna be
***
kru is wild?kru is wild?kru is wild
kru is wild with the new rap style
kru is wild? kru is wild? kru is wild
kru is is wild with the new rap style
it's the wild thing kinda kickin the hip rappers I try to bind
I'm a radical thinker with a radical mind
trapped in confusion like a legalised crime
being hit by my partner and the enemy at the same time
so try to clarify the situation I am in
all the rappers all over the nation stick together
forever hu
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